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was found in both cell types and, thus, was thought to be p53
independent. Although our results are preliminary, our conclusion that
differences in the extent of apoptosis were not a significant factor in
the comparison of pS3(+/+) and p53(â€”/â€”)MEFs appears to be
consistent with previous results. Consequently, we concluded that any
influence of p53 on NER was not significant enough to affect cell
survival.

The second possible explanation is that p53 can have two
opposing actions on mechanisms which influence cell survival
after exposure to UV light. Loss of p53 might decrease the effec
tive level of NER (for cell survival) and/or might decrease the
induction of apoptosis. The net result of these two processes would
be no overall difference in survival or, depending on the cell type
under study, UV resistance or UV sensitivity. Because of our
results showing no difference in the induction of apoptosis or in
cell survival between p53(+/+) and pS3(â€”/â€”)MEFs, this second
explanation seemed less likely.

Much of the evidence quoted by Smith and Fornace in their letter (2)
is the influence of p53 status on the repair of the LW-irradiated plasmids,
either in vivo or in vitro. None of the suggestions made in our paper
denied that p53 status might influence the results found with these repair

assays. p53 has been reported to interact with ERCC3 (XP-B) protein in
vitro (6), implying that proteins involved in the unwinding of DNA might

be influenced by p53. A consequence of this interaction might be an
increase in NER, as measured by these repair assays.

Further indirect supporting evidence for the lack of effect of p53 on
LW-induced cell killing comes from Bohr et al. (7), who reported that
cell survival after LW irradiation correlated with the efficiency of
TCR. Because p53-deficient cells have normal TCR, these results
would suggest that the effect of p53 status on NER will also have little
or no influence on cell survival. This is perhaps the better way to
phrase the conclusions of our paper.

If p53 status can influence global NER, what is the biological
consequence of this effect? One possibility would be an influence on

genome stability and, hence, increased UV-induced carcinogenesis in
p53-deficient cells. Cockayne's syndrome patients have deficient
TCR and are UV sensitive, but they are not cancer prone, perhaps
because global DNA repair is normal. Conversely, xeroderma pig
mentosum type C patients (whose cells have normal TCR but defec
tive global repair) are cancer prone and have a relatively small degree
of UV sensitivity, even with this significant defect in NER (8).

The final paragraph of the letter from Smith and Fornace makes
the point that â€œsimpleflow cytometric profilesâ€• (DNA histograms
using propidium iodide) do not provide as much information as
that seen using bromodeoxyuridine labeling, with or without the
use of cell cycle inhibitors. We agree. However, the DNA histo
grams gave useful information about the effect of caffeine, before
and after exposure to UV light, comparing pS3(+/+) and
p53(â€”Iâ€”)cells. It is true that we cannot distinguish, with the data
we reported, whether an S-phase checkpoint was being overridden
by caffeine or whether the G1 transit lime had beÃ§nshortened to the
point that an S-phase checkpoint had less chance to be activated.
However, the loss of a 01-S checkpoint in the p53(â€”/â€”)cells, in
response to UV, was clearly suggested by the different DNA
histograms. As a consequence, perhaps, the effect of caffeine on
the S-phase fraction, before and after UV exposure, was only seen
in the p53(â€”/â€”)cells.
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Reply

The statement in our paper (1) that stimulated the correspondence
from Drs. Smith and Fornace (2) was: â€œclonogenicsurvival to UV
light alone showed no difference between pS3(+I+) and p53(â€”/â€”)
cells, implying that p53 is not playing a significant functional role in
NER.â€•One of the major points of our paper was to suggest that p53
status did not produce an impact upon cell survival after exposure to

LW light. We did not imply that p53 could have no influence on
proteins involved in NER. We therefore agree with Drs. Smith and

Fornace that â€œclonogenic survival is not a direct measure of NER or

the effect of p53 on NERâ€•(2).
One answer to the apparent disagreement is suggested by the data of

Ford and Hanawalt (3). They reported that Li-Fraumeni cells with ho

mozygous p53 mutations have deficiencies in global repair of LW dam

age, have normal transcription coupled repair, but are actually more
resistant to LW. This may, pethaps, be explained by a decrease in the
induction of apoptosis in the cells with inactivated p53. When related cell

lines that differ only in the presence or absence of functional p53 are
compared, there are reports of greater LW sensitivity in p53-deficient
cells (4), equal LW sensitivity (1), and greater LW resistance (3). Similar
observations have been made with sensitivity to ionizing radiation (for
review, see Ref. 5).

There are two possible explanations for these observations. The
first is that the variation in cell survival may be linked exclusively to

differences in the abilities of cell systems under study to trigger

apoptosis. This was reported by Ford and Hanawalt (3) to explain the
resistance of Li-Fraumem cells with nonfunctional p53 to LW irradi
ation. In contrast, a greater frequency of apoptosis was not reported by
Smith et aL (4) for the RKO cell clones with inactive p53, compared
with wild-type RKO. Using the MEFs' reported in our paper, we have
tested for the induction of apoptosis following LW irradiation at single
time point (24 h) using immunohistochemical staining (Apotag; On
cor). No significant thff@Ã§ncÃ§in thÃ§n@nber of apoptotic cells was
found when p53(+/+) cells were compared with p53(â€”/â€”)cells:
both cell types showed <10% apoptosis. By examining nuclear mor
phology, Ford and Hanawalt (3) reported finding apoptosis in approx
imately 20% of p53 mutant cells, compared with approximately 90%
apoptotic cells when one wild-type copy of p53 was present. We have
undertaken a more extensive analysis of the incidence of apoptosis in
MEF cells following exposure to ionizing radiation. Whereas a small
level (again, <10%) of apoptosiswas seen at later time points, this
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